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Let 9 be a planar family of pairwise disjoint translates of a parallelogram. It is shown that if 
every four members of qS are intersected by some straight line, then there is a straight line 
which intersects all but at most two members of S. If it is instead assumed that every two 
members of S are intersected by some line that is parallel to one of the edges of the 
parallelogram, then the same conclusion holds. 
1. -n 
A family, S, of subsets of the plane is said to have p7tq.m~ 7’ (or to have a 
common transversal) if there is a straight line which intersects each member of S. 
The family is said to have property T(n) if each n-membered subfamily of S has 
property T. 
Here, we will be concerned with families, tit, of the following type: 
(*) gS is nonempty, finite, and consists of pairwise disjoint translates of a 
parallelogram. 
For such families, Griinbaum [2] has shown that T(5) implies T, and that T(4) 
does not. In this note we will 
subfamily of S has property T: 
Theorem 1. If S has T(4), then 
und for which IS \%?I S 2. 
show that T(4) does imply that a very large 
there is a subfamily 3 of S which has p7opvty T 
Every family of nonempty subsets has property T(2), so T(2) alone does not 
imply anything. However, with additional restrictions on S a positive conclusion 
can be made. In the following theorem, by saying that a subfamily 9? of S has 
pmperty V. we idean that 3 has a common transversal ihat is parallel to an edge 
of the parallelogram. 
Theorem 2. If every pair of members of S has pperty VHI, then there is a 
subfamily 48 of ZF with property VW and with 19 \%I g 2. 
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The proof of Theorem 1 relies upon the fact that for a family of (not necessarily 
disjoint or congruent) rectangles with edges parallel to the coordinate axes, if 
every three are intersected by an ascending line, then there is an ascending line 
intersecting all members of the family. This follows, as remarked by Griimbaum 
in [23, from Helly’s Theorem. (A proof may be found in 13, pp. 61-621, from 
which it is clear that ‘ascending’ includes ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’.) 
We mention now that the condition that ,* be finite may be dropped. However, 
in that case Theorem 1 follows from a result of Hadwiger, cf. [l. 3]: T(3) implies 
T for an infinite family of pairwise disjoint congruent convex bodies in the plane. 
(For finite families, no such concl:lsion can be made, [6].) Additional remarks 
about the possibility of weakening the hypotheses of 9 are made in Section 3 
below; as well, Theorem 2 is generalized to higher dimensions. 
2. hofs 
Since Theorems 1 and 2 are invariant under affine transformations, we may 
replace hypothesis (*) by 
( * *) 9 is nonempty, finite, and consists of pairwise disjoint translates of the 
unit square of R” (the unit square being the one with vertices (e,, ez), ei = *l). 
We will first show that Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2: We may 
assume that some two member, A and B, of 9 have neither a vertical nor a 
horizontal transversal, and may therefore further assume that A and B admit only 
strictly ascending transversals. Property T(4) now implies that every two members 
of 9 have an ascending transversal. Let 9 be the union of all three membered 
subfamilies 9i of 9 having only strictly descending transversals. If (C, D}c 9, 
then CE~?, for some i, and T(4) implies that (9i U(D)), and hence {C, Di, has a 
descending transversal. Thus C a;ld D, and likewise every two members OF 9, have 
either a vertical or horizontal transversal. By Theorem 2 there is either a vertical 
or horizontal ine which misses at most some two membered subfamily, Z, df 9. 
Then 9~ \ Sre, and so s\ %‘, cannot contain three squares which admit only strictly 
descending transversals. In other words, eveiy three members of S\% have an 
ascending transversal, and Theorem 1 follows from the remarks made in the 
I ltroduction. 
1.7 order to prove Theorem 2. we will use the following lemma: 
Lemma. Let X be a family of 
cube, 1 of R”. Zf no two members 
(not necessarily disjoint) translates of the unit 
of % are sepc;rated by a distance of more than 2 
units. there is some translate, I’, of Z which intersects all members of 8’. 
The lemma is readily seen to be true for the case n = 1. It follows for the case 
n > 1 by considering the orthogonal projections of %’ onto tke coordinate axes 
frotrl which can be retrieved a cube intersecting all members of 2’. 
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A corollary to the lemma is that if the members of X are pairwise disjoint, then 
I%‘( s 2”, for any member of %’ intersecting I’ must contain a vertex of 1’. 
Proof of -rem 2. We may suppose that S satisfies (* *) and contains five or 
more members. By the preceding remarks, some two members of S, say A and 
B, are separated by a distance of more than 2 units. We may assume that A and B 
have a horizontal transversal, and so any member of 9 which has a vertical 
transversal with A must admit a horizontal transversal with B. Then, A (and 
likewise B) can admit a vertical transversal with at most one other member of S, 
and there are two cases to consider: (i) every other member of ZF has a horizontal 
transversal w?h A, or (ii) there is exactly one member, K, of S which has a 
vertical transversal with A. If (i) occurs, let h, and h2 be the horizontal lines 
through the top and bottom edges of A. We may assume that hl intersects ome 
other member of 9:. Let h3 be the horizontal line through the lower edge of the 
uppermost square, U, of S. Then any member of S which misses h3 must 
intersect h2. There clearly can be at most two such members (otherwise one of 
them fails to admit a vertical transversal with U), which completes the proof of 
the first case. 
If (ii) occurs, we may assume that A lies below K. Let h be the horizontal line 
containing the uppermost edge of A. Apart from A, there can be at most one 
other square, D, which is separated from K by h. (This follows from the fact that 
any such square must have a vertical transversal with K and at the same time 
must intersect he horizontal ine through the bottom edge of A.) This shows that 
every member of 9 with the exception *of K and D is intersected by h and 
completes the proof. 
3. Remarks 
It might be possible to sharpen Theorem 1 in two different ways: Perhaps the 
conclusion of the theorem holds if T(4) 1; replaced by T(3); and perhaps T(4) 
actually implies something stronger, namely that there is a line which intersects all 
but one member of SK (In a subsequent paper, [4], we were able to show that for 
any family S of pairwise disjoint translates of a compact convex set, T(3) implies 
that there is a straight line meeting all but about 600 members of 9.) 
Fig. 1 shows that Theorem 2 is optimal in that one cannot conclude that there is 
a straight line intersecting all but one member of 9. We also mention that in both 
theorems, the disjointedness condition is necessary-the conclusions will fail if 
each parallelogram is replaced by k > 2 coinciding copies of itself. 
As mentioned earlier, Theorem 2 can be extended to higher dimensions: 
Theorem 3. There is an integer k = k(n) such that for any finite family 9 of 
pairwise disjoint translates of the unit cube of R”, if every two members of % have a 
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Fig. 1. 
common trunsuersal parallel to one of the axes, then there is u line, pamllel to some 
axis, that intersects all but at most k members of S. 
Pmof. Let x,,x*, . . . , X,, denote the coordinate axes. Let us first consider the 
case where there is a member A of 9 with the property that every other member 
of 9 has a transversal with A that is parallel to the first coordinate axis, X1. Let 
U be a member of $ whose projection on X, is ‘uppermost’ on X, (in the sense 
that it is in the extreme positive direction along X,). Let nl be the hyperpiane 
perpendicular to X, which passes through the lower face of U, and let 7r2 be the 
hyperplane parallel to m t, through the lower edge of A. Then any member W of 
9 which misses q must intersect 7r2. (To check this assertion, note that 7rl 
contains a copy of X,, and so 7tI intersects A since U is the uppermost member 
of 9. So if W misses q, it must lie below q, and if W was below 7r2, then it 
could not have a transversal with A that is parallel to X,.) 
If % is the collection of all members W of 9 which miss q, then the projection 
P(W) of each member of %? unto 7r2 is simply the intersection of each W with 7r2. 
This shows that their projections are pairwise disjoint. Since each member of 93 
must admit a transversal with U that is parallel to X1, it follows that each P(W) 
intersects P(V), showing that 3 contains at most 21”-1) members. 
Letting & ={Snm,: S E s \%}, and identifying rrl with UY-‘, we note that & 
consists of pair-wise disjoint translates of the unit cube of IF-‘, and that every pair 
0: members of s1 has a transversal parallel tk? One of the coordinate axes, and 
that there is a member A, of \!I (Al = A n qJ such that every other member of 
9 1 admits a transversal with Al that is parallel to the first coordinate axis of 
iJV-? 
This induction step, together with Theorem 2, completes the proof for the case 
where * contains a member, A, with the property that every other member of 9 
has a transversal with A that is parallel to a coordinate axis, 
In order to prove the theorem for the general case, let A be a fixed member of 
9, md enclose A at the centre of a cube K whose edges are three times as long 
as the edges of A. If some member of 9 which does not intersect K admits a 
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transversal with A that is parallel to the axis XI, it is easy to see that any other 
member of * which misses K must also have a transversal with A that is parallel 
to XI (otherwise the two members outside K would fail to have a transversal 
parallel to any of the axes). If the 2” vertices of A are used to generate a lattice, 
then K contains exactly 4” of these lattice points. Since any member of 91F which 
intersects K but misses A must contain one of the 4* -2” lattice yints of K\A, 
there can be at most 4” -2” members of * which intersect K and lniss A. By 
discarding these members, the general case is reduced to the special cme, and 
completes the theorem. 
As a final remark, we mention that Theorem 2 has the following Mclly-type 
ii;lterpretation, which is somewhat related to the results obtained in [SJ: 
cordluy, Let d = (A,, AZ,. . . , A,} and 3 ={Bl, B2,. . . , B,)} be two families of 
intends Of the real line, with aII the 4’s hawing the same length, and all the Bi’s 
hauing the same length. If for each 1 G i < j G n we have AI n Ai # 0, or Bi f7 Bj # 0, 
but not both, then one of d or @ has n - 2 members with nonuoid intersection. 
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